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During the last two decades, significant progress has been made in the use of Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR) generated at the apex of a metallic scanning probe under laser excitation as a means to enhance optical signals.[1](#cctc201801023-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} The physical principle underlying this approach, broadly referred to as Tip‐Enhanced Optical Spectroscopy (TEOS), is enhancement of the local Electro‐Magnetic (EM) field and its confinement to a small volume of space surrounding the probe apex.[2](#cctc201801023-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} This near‐field phenomenon increases the chemical sensitivity of TEOS and pushes its spatial resolution far beyond the diffraction limit of light. To date, TEOS has been predominantly used for enhancing two types of optical signal: Raman scattering and photoluminescence emission. Enhancement of Raman signals in this way is commonly known as Tip‐Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (TERS),[3](#cctc201801023-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} and has been extensively used for nanoscale chemical characterisation in a wide range of disciplines, including biology,[4](#cctc201801023-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} material science,[5](#cctc201801023-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} polymer‐blends,[6](#cctc201801023-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} solar‐cells,[7](#cctc201801023-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} catalysis,[8](#cctc201801023-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} single molecule detection,[9](#cctc201801023-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} carbon nanotubes[10](#cctc201801023-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} and two‐dimensional materials such as graphene.[11](#cctc201801023-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"},[12](#cctc201801023-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} On the other hand, its counterpart Tip‐Enhanced Photo‐Luminescence (TEPL) microscopy has remained rather underexplored.[13](#cctc201801023-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} This is particularly true in the case of fluorescence microscopy, with only a handful of published reports demonstrating Tip‐Enhanced FLuorescence (TEFL) measurements.[14](#cctc201801023-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}

In this work, we demonstrate the application of TEFL microscopy for nanoscale investigation of zeolite domains within a Fluid Catalytic Cracking (FCC) particle. FCC is a leading industrial process for the conversion of crude oil fractions into valuable products, such as gasoline and propylene.[15](#cctc201801023-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} This catalytic process utilizes 50 μm--150 μm sized spherical particles containing a zeolite component, such as zeolite Y or ZSM‐5, embedded in a matrix of clay, silica, and alumina. The cracking properties of the FCC particles are critically determined by the Brønsted acid sites present within the zeolite domains. Cyclical catalysis and regeneration processes of the FCC particles result in a decrease in the strength and number of Brønsted acid sites within the zeolite domains leading to the lowering of their overall catalytic reactivity. However, due to their inherent chemical and structural complexity, a detailed nanoscale characterization of the Brønsted acid sites and their spatial distribution within a FCC particle remains extremely challenging.

Previously, Confocal Fluorescence Microscopy (CFM) has been successfully applied to visualize Brønsted acidity within single FCC particles, differing in their catalytic cracking activity, using various Brønsted acid‐catalysed staining reactions.[16](#cctc201801023-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} However, due to its diffraction‐limited spatial resolution and relatively low sensitivity, CFM cannot provide information about the catalytically active zeolite domains at the nanometre length scale. Recently, Single‐Molecule Fluorescence (SMF) microscopy has been successfully utilized for the investigation of zeolite domains within FCC particles.[17](#cctc201801023-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} However, SMF is still restricted in resolution for the case of non‐dilute fluorescent events and requires relatively complicated data processing.[17](#cctc201801023-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, unlike SMF, TEFL provides two‐dimensional hyperspectral information, which can allow simultaneous measurement of multiple fluorescent species having different emission wavelengths, enabling detailed chemical information to be gleaned. In other words, TEFL provides, in contrast to SMF and CFM, direct *chemical* information at the *nanoscale* without the requirement for complex data processing techniques.

Herein, we have applied TEFL to directly map the catalytic activity within industrially applied FCC catalyst particles containing zeolite Y as the active phase. TEFL microscopy is implemented by placing a Ag‐coated Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) probe within the excitation laser spot of an inverted confocal optical microscope (Figure [1](#cctc201801023-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a). We have used the Brønsted acid‐catalysed oligomerization of thiophene as a probe molecule, which leads to the formation of fluorescent conjugated carbocationic species of varying length (Figure [1](#cctc201801023-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b). An example of a high‐resolution fluorescence image obtained using TEFL is shown in Figure [1](#cctc201801023-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}c. Since the fluorescent species are exclusively formed at the Brønsted acid sites within the zeolite aggregates, their fluorescence emission intensity can be directly used to localize and evaluate Brønsted acidity and hence directly determine the size and inherent reactivity of the zeolite domains. We show that high‐resolution spectroscopic information gained *via* TEFL provides detailed insights into the distribution of Brønsted acidity within individual zeolite domains and reveals significant intra‐ and inter‐particle variations in both their size and reactivity.

![a) Brønsted acid‐catalysed oligomerization of thiophene to form fluorescent carbocationic species at the Brønsted acid sites of zeolite domains within an FCC particle. In this study, spherical FCC particles were embedded in an epoxy resin and cut to 100 nm thickness. Sectioned FCC samples were placed on a glass coverslip and the epoxy resin was removed via calcination. Thin FCC sections were stained by exposure to thiophene and the oligomerisation reaction was carried out by heating the stained FCC sections at 120 °C for 30 min. FCC sections containing thiophene oligomerisation species at Brønsted acid sites were then analysed using TEFL microscopy. See Supplementary Information (SI) section S1.3 for more details. b) Schematic of the TEFL microscopy configuration used in this work. c) Chemical image of acidity distribution within an individual zeolite domain obtained via TEFL mapping. d) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a representative Ag‐coated TEFL probe used in this work. Typical diameter of the probe‐apex is ≈50 nm. e) An exemplary TEFL spectrum (red) measured with the TEFL probe in contact with the FCC sample and the far‐field FL spectrum (blue) measured at the same position with the TEFL probe retracted from the FCC sample. Integration time: 10 s. Laser power: 365 μW. Excitation laser: 532 nm. The scale on the y‐axis is in arbitrary units (a.u). f) Diagram illustrating the TEFL mapping scheme. A thin FCC section placed on a glass substrate is moved in a raster fashion between the TEFL probe and excitation laser as shown in Figure 1a whilst measuring a TEFL spectrum at each pixel of the mapped region. Further details are presented in SI section S1.](CCTC-11-417-g001){#cctc201801023-fig-0001}

We first tested the sensitivity of Ag‐coated TEFL probes (Figure [1](#cctc201801023-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}d) for detection of the fluorescence signal originating from the carbocationic species formed from the oligomerization of the thiophene probe molecule. Figure [1](#cctc201801023-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}e shows the TEFL and far‐field fluorescence spectra measured with a TEFL probe in contact and retracted from a zeolite region within a thin FCC section on a glass substrate (Figure [2](#cctc201801023-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a). Two prominent fluorescence bands around 650 nm and 700 nm are observed in these spectra, which are assigned to distinct conjugated oligomeric carbocationic species containing \>4 monomer units formed *via* the catalytic conversion of thiophene at Brønsted acid sites.[16d](#cctc201801023-bib-0016d){ref-type="ref"},[18](#cctc201801023-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} In the TEFL spectrum, a higher fluorescence intensity is observed due to the plasmonic enhancement of the EM field intensity at the probe‐apex. Similar to TERS measurements,[19](#cctc201801023-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} the enhancement of a TEFL signal compared to the far‐field FL signal can be calculated using "contrast" \[Eq. (1)\], which is defined as[19](#cctc201801023-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}

![a) Optical image of a thin section (nominal thickness: 100 nm) of an industrially spent FCC particle (FCC1) placed on glass substrate. b) TEFL chemical map obtained using the total intensity of the 650 nm and 700 nm TEFL bands measured in a 1 μm×1 μm area marked as 1 in Figure 2a Nominal pixel size: 20 nm. Integration time: 1 s. Laser power: 365 μW. c) Histogram of the TEFL intensity (I~FL~) in the map shown in Figure 2b Red region represents TEFL intensity of the catalytically active zeolite domains. d) Binary image of the most catalytically active zeolite regions in the TEFL map shown in Figure 2b--e) Profile of the average intensity ratio of the 650 nm and 700 nm TEFL bands (I~650~/I~700~) measured in the region marked in Figure 2d along the direction of the arrow. f) Average TEFL spectra from positions A--C marked in Figure 2b. Spectra have been normalised and vertically shifted for easier visualisation.](CCTC-11-417-g002){#cctc201801023-fig-0002}

where, *I~TEFL~* and *I* ~*Far‐field*~ are the intensity of fluorescence signal measured with the TEFL probe in contact and retracted from the sample, respectively. Using Equation (1), the contrast of the 700 nm band in the TEFL spectrum in Figure [1](#cctc201801023-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}e is estimated to be 9.3. This shows that the Ag‐coated TEFL probe undergoes efficient LSPR with the 532 nm excitation laser leading to a strong enhancement of the local field intensity at the probe‐apex. The high EM intensity in the tip‐enhanced near‐field leads to a strong enhancement of fluorescence signal from the carbocationic thiophene species present beneath the probe‐apex as discussed in SI section S1.4. To rule out the possibility of Ag initiating further polymerisation of thiophene, we compared the surface‐enhanced Raman spectrum of thiophene measured on a nanostructured Ag substrate with the confocal Raman spectrum (see Figure S4). The measurements confirmed the inertness of Ag for the oligomerisation of thiophene.

Using plasmonically‐active TEFL probes, we carried out high‐resolution fluorescence microscopy of thin FCC sections following the scheme illustrated in Figure [1](#cctc201801023-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}f. This has been carried out for three FCC catalyst particles, labelled as FCC1, FCC2 and FCC3. The hyperspectral TEFL mapping was performed in a 1 μm×1 μm area marked as 1 in the centre of a FCC particle, as shown in Figure [2](#cctc201801023-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a. TEFL spectra in the 540 nm--800 nm range were collected from 50×50 pixels (20 nm×20 nm pixel size) in the mapped region. The TEFL spectra measured at each pixel in the map were fitted using two Gaussian curves centred at 650 nm and 700 nm after linear background subtraction and the total intensity of the fitted Gaussian curves was used to construct the TEFL map shown in Figure [2](#cctc201801023-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b. A region of high fluorescence intensity is observed in the centre of the TEFL map indicating a high density of Brønsted acid sites at this location. A histogram of the TEFL intensity measured in the TEFL map is shown in Figure [2](#cctc201801023-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}c. To determine the size of the most reactive zeolite region inside the measured TEFL map, we have used a global thresholding procedure described in SI section S2 to create a binary image shown in Figure [2](#cctc201801023-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}d. In this image, the most reactive regions of the TEFL map are depicted in red and the TEFL intensity of these regions is marked in red in the histogram shown in Figure [2](#cctc201801023-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}c. From the binary image, the total area of the catalytically active regions in the TEFL map is calculated to be 0.34 μm^2^. For simplicity, hereafter the most reactive areas in the TEFL maps will be simply referred to as the active zeolite domains.

We note that the relative intensity of the 650 nm and 700 nm bands varies inside the TEFL map, as shown in Figure [2](#cctc201801023-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b. The thiophene oligomerization over Brønsted acid sites is known to produce fluorescent species with different numbers of monomer units.[18](#cctc201801023-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} In particular, the limited availability of the Brønsted acid sites in zeolite domains has been shown to induce further oligomerization of intermediate species leading to more conjugated carbocationic oligomers.[16d](#cctc201801023-bib-0016d){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, the emission wavelength of carbocationic species is positively correlated with their length and conjugation.[16d](#cctc201801023-bib-0016d){ref-type="ref"},[20](#cctc201801023-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} In other words, the 650 nm emission is more heavily associated with shorter oligomers compared to the 700 nm emission. From this we can deduce that the areas in the TEFL map exhibiting a relatively higher intensity of the 650 nm band compared to the 700 nm band must contain a relatively higher Brønsted acid site density. Figure [2](#cctc201801023-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}e shows the profile of the average intensity ratio of the 650 nm and 700 nm TEFL bands (I~650~/I~700~) measured in the regions marked in Figure [2](#cctc201801023-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}d along the direction of the arrow. In this plot, I~650~/I~700~ shows an increasing trend from outside the zeolite domain to the centre. This trend is also directly evident from the average TEFL spectra plotted in 2 f from locations A−C marked in Figure [2](#cctc201801023-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}b, in which a higher I~650~/I~700~ is observed in the central region of the zeolite domain at location A compared to the outer regions at locations B and C. This implies that shorter conjugated carbocationic species are produced in the central part of the zeolite domain compared to the peripheral part, indicating that the central part of the zeolite domain contains a higher density of Brønsted acid sites and fewer mesopores. As more conjugated thiophene oligomers are formed in the outer regions of the zeolite domain this also implies that there is more space available to accommodate these fluorescent reaction products; hence, it can be concluded that there is a mesoporosity gradient present from outer to inner regions of the zeolite domains.

For comparison, we have also carried out TEFL mapping in regions (Figure [2](#cctc201801023-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}a) located off‐centre (locations 2 and 4) and at the edge (locations 3 and 5) of the FCC particle. The TEFL maps measured at these locations are presented in Figures 3a--3d along with the corresponding histograms of their TEFL intensity (Figures 3e--[3](#cctc201801023-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} h). In these TEFL maps, the reactive regions were identified using the same global thresholding procedure as before and are presented as binary images in Figures 3i--[3](#cctc201801023-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} l. Average intensity profiles of I~650~/I~700~ in the regions marked in Figures 3i--[3](#cctc201801023-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}l along the direction of the arrow are shown in Figures 3m--[3](#cctc201801023-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}p. Interestingly, the I~650~/I~700~ ratio shows a general increasing trend from outside of the zeolite domains towards the centre in all four TEFL maps. This indicates that the distribution of the Brønsted acidity within zeolite domains follows a similar trend throughout the FCC particle irrespective of the location: the outer part of the zeolite domains contains fewer Brønsted acid sites and more mesopores than the central part. To obtain statistical insights into the distribution of active zeolite domains and evaluate the reproducibility of our results, we performed similar TEFL measurements at different locations (centre, off‐centre and edge regions) in the two additional FCC particles (i. e., FCC2 and FCC3). The results for FCC2 and FCC3 are presented in Figures S6 and S7, respectively. All five TEFL maps in each FCC particle were measured using the same Ag‐coated TEFL probe and the TEFL measurements of all three FCC particles were performed using the TEFL probes prepared in the same batch. Following the same procedure used for FCC1 (Figures 2 and 3), a similar I~650~/I~700~ ratio trend was observed for the zeolite domains irrespective of their location inside the FCC particles.

![a)--d) TEFL maps measured from 1×1 μm^2^ areas marked as 2--5 inside the FCC particle (FCC1) shown in Figure 2a Nominal pixel size: 20 nm. Integration time: 1 s. Laser power: 365 μW. e)--h) Histograms of the TEFL intensity in the maps shown in Figures 3a--3d, respectively. i)--l) Binary images of the active zeolite domains in the TEFL maps shown in Figures 3a--3d. m)--p) Average intensity profiles of ~650~/I~700~ in the regions marked in Figures 3i--3 l along the direction of the arrow.](CCTC-11-417-g003){#cctc201801023-fig-0003}

Based on the TEFL microscopy results, we compared intra‐ and inter‐particle differences in the size of active zeolite domains. In the calculation of domain size, the areas \<0.002 μm^2^ (corresponding to \<5 pixels), meeting the thresholding criterion were ignored. Histograms of the areas of active zeolite domains measured from the TEFL maps in the three FCC particles are presented in Figure S9 based on the analysis of 16, 17 and 14 active zeolite domains, respectively. Although \>75 % of the active domains in all three FCC particles have areas \<0.04 μm^2^ (corresponding spherical particle diameter: 127 nm), a significant variation in the zeolite domain size could be observed within individual FCC particles. The average areas of active zeolite domains in the three FCC particles are plotted in Figure [4](#cctc201801023-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}a. Unlike the large intra‐particle variation, the average areas of the active zeolite domains measured in the three FCC particles are found to be rather similar. Figure [4](#cctc201801023-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}b shows the histogram of the areas of 47 active zeolite domains measured in all three FCC particles. 64 % of the active zeolite domains have an area \<0.02 μm^2^, which corresponds to a spherical particle of diameter 80 nm. This is smaller than the previously reported values of zeolite domain size measured in similar FCC particles using CFM (≈500 nm),[16c](#cctc201801023-bib-0016c){ref-type="ref"} Super‐resolution Optical Fluctuation Imaging (SOFI) (≈500 nm)[17a](#cctc201801023-bib-0017a){ref-type="ref"} and Scanning Transmission X‐ray Microscopy (STXM) (≈400 nm).[21](#cctc201801023-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} See SI section S3 for a discussion of the spatial resolution of TEFL measurements. These results show that the high spatial resolution as well as surface sensitivity offered by TEFL can successfully identify, localize the evaluate acidity and reactivity within single zeolite domains in a FCC particle.

![a) Average areas of active zeolite domains measured using TEFL microscopy within FCC particles 1--3. b) Histogram of the areas of 47 active zeolite domains measured within the three FCC particles. c) Average TEFL intensity measured within the active zeolite domains in FCC particles 1--3. d) Histogram of the average TEFL intensity measured inside the 47 active zeolite domains within the three FCC particles (i. e., FCC1, FCC2 and FCC3). Error bars in parts (a) and (c) represent the sample standard deviation. Plots showing (e) the average area of active zeolite domains and (f) the average TEFL intensity of active zeolite domains with respect to the centre, off centre and edge regions of the three FCC particles.](CCTC-11-417-g004){#cctc201801023-fig-0004}

An inter‐particle comparison of the acidity of 47 zeolite domains estimated from their average TEFL intensity is presented in Figure [4](#cctc201801023-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}c. Unlike zeolite domain size, a significant variation in the activity is observed across the three FCC particles. FCC1 shows a significantly lower average zeolite activity (average TEFL intensity: 2.3±0.1 a.u.) compared to FCC2 (average TEFL intensity: 3.6±0.3 a.u.) and FCC3 (average TEFL intensity: 5.9±0.5 a.u.). This indicates that the Brønsted acidity varies significantly within the zeolite domains for the three FCC particles and is not necessarily related to the zeolite domain size. This is further substantiated by the plot of the areas of active zeolite domains versus their average TEFL intensity, as shown in Figure S10. This plot shows that the average TEFL intensity within the active zeolite domains is independent of their size. A histogram of the total TEFL intensity measured in all 47 zeolite domains across three FCC particles is presented in Figure [4](#cctc201801023-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}d. The histogram reveals that 10 % of the most active zeolite domains have 3× higher TEFL intensity (6.4±0.3 a.u.) compared to 10 % of the least active zeolite domains (2.1±0.1 a.u.), which points towards a significant inhomogeneity in the Brønsted acidity within these industrially used FCC particles. The areas of all active zeolite domains and their average TEFL activity measured in FCC particles 1--3 are summarised in Tables S1‐S3, respectively.

Finally, we have studied the variation in the areas of active zeolite domains with respect to their position within the FCC particles. Figure [4](#cctc201801023-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}e shows a plot of the average area of active zeolite domains with respect to three different regions within FCC particles: centre, off‐centre and edge. This plot reveals that the active zeolite domains located in the centre of the three FCC particles have a larger average size compared to the off‐centre and edge regions. By contrast, the average TEFL intensity of the active zeolite domains is found to be largely independent of their location within the FCC particles (Figure [4](#cctc201801023-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}f). This suggests that zeolite deactivation within the FCC particles under study is not limited by mass transfer limitations or overall particle accessibility. In conclusion, we have presented the first application of TEFL microscopy in the field of catalysis. This has been accomplished by probing the acidity and reactivity of individual zeolite domains using a selective staining reaction within a catalytic cracking catalyst particle. The hyperspectral information gained from the TEFL maps revealed a spatial distribution of Brønsted acidity within the individual zeolite domains in different regions of the catalyst particle. We have also shown that sectioning of catalyst particles into thin layers is an effective strategy to investigate zeolite acidity in the central regions of the spherical particles, which are not easily accessible by super‐resolution fluorescence microscopy.[17a](#cctc201801023-bib-0017a){ref-type="ref"} These results demonstrate that TEFL can become a powerful and sensitive characterization tool to investigate single catalyst particles and reveal inter‐ and intra‐particle chemical variations with nanoscale spatial resolution. Such detailed insights into the variation in catalytic activity at nanometre length scales can help understand the degradation mechanisms of FCC particles used in an industrial environment thereby facilitating the rational design of highly efficient and durable catalyst particles.
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